Zener has show n how therm o elastic effects give rise to d am p in g o f th e m ech an ical v ib ra tio n s of a solid. F o r exam ple, in a v ib ra tin g reed opposite sides are a lte rn a te ly com pressed a n d extended. T his gives rise to a n a lte rn a tin g tem p eratu re-d ifferen ce across th e w id th o f th e reed, en d th e resulting flow o f h e a t leads to dissip atio n o f m echanical energy.
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Communicated by N. F. Mott, F.B.S.-Received 1 December 1948) Zener has show n how therm o elastic effects give rise to d am p in g o f th e m ech an ical v ib ra tio n s of a solid. F o r exam ple, in a v ib ra tin g reed opposite sides are a lte rn a te ly com pressed a n d extended. T his gives rise to a n a lte rn a tin g tem p eratu re-d ifferen ce across th e w id th o f th e reed, en d th e resulting flow o f h e a t leads to dissip atio n o f m echanical energy. I n a v ib ratin g single cry sta l of a m e ta l a n ad d itio n a l energy loss is observed w hich is u su ally a ttrib u te d to th e m otio n o f dislocations. I n th e p re se n t p a p e r th e follow ing m echanism is proposed. D islocations are tra p p e d in 'p o te n tia l tro u g h s ' a t th e m in im a o f th e in te rn a l stress in th e crystal. W hen th e c ry stal v ib ra te s th e dislocations oscillate in th e ir p o te n tia l tro u g h s an d th e m oving stress-system associated w ith th e m produces a flu c tu a tin g te m p e ra tu re d is trib u tio n in th e m a te ria l; th is leads to d am p in g as in Z ener's case. T he ra te o f loss o f energy produced b y a dislocation oscillating w ith given a m p litu d e is c alc u lated a n d th e effect o f a collection of th em is discussed. A n a c tu a l e stim a te o f th e dam p in g in a v ib ra tin g c ry sta l requires (i) a know ledge o f th e relatio n betw een th e a m p litu d e o f oscillation o f a dislocation an d th e vib ratio n al stress causing it to m ove, a n d (ii) a know ledge of th e den sity o f dislocations in th e m aterial. A te n ta tiv e discussion o f (i) is given. T he q u a n tity (ii) is u n k n o w n ; how ever, it is show n th a t th e dam p in g depends only on th e ra tio o f th e n u m b e r o f dislocations p e r u n it area to th e n u m b er o f p o te n tia l tro u g h s p e r u n it area. I f th is ra tio is calc u lated from th e theoretical resu lt a n d th e observed dam p in g in copper single cry stals, it is fo und to be o f th e order of u n ity . T he p resen t th e o ry p red icts th a t th e dam p in g should increase w ith fre q u e n c y . This is in disagreem ent w ith th e lim ited ex p erim en tal d a ta av ailable.
Two subsidiary effects are also in v estig ated , th e th erm o elastic d am p in g arising from th e in teractio n betw een th e v ib ra tio n a l stresses a n d th e stresses su rro u n d in g stationary disloca tions, an d th e dam ping due to th e em ission o f elastic w aves from a n oscillating dislocation. B o th these effects are show n to be sm all com pared w ith th e th erm o elastic d am p in g caused by m oving dislocations.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
A number of workers have measured the damping of mechanical vibrations in metal single crystals for low strain-amplitudes (about 10~7 to 10~5) a t various frequencies between 10 and 100 kc./sec. The damping is usually defined as the quantity A representing the energy dissipated per half-cycle divided by the total strain energy of the material. When the damping arising from large-scale thermal currents (Zener 1940) has been eliminated or allowed for, there still remains a loss which is generally supposed to be due to the motion of dislocations. For low amplitudes of vibration this loss is nearly independent of amplitude ('region of level decrement', in Read & Tyndall 1946) , but increases a t greater amplitudes. Only the low-amplitude damping is considered in this paper.
Attempts to explain this damping in terms of the inelastic strain (creep) observed in static tests (Seitz & Read 1941; Read & Tyndall 1946) have not been very success ful; the observed values of A correspond to a much greater creep rate than is actually observed. The main object of this paper is to consider the contribution to the damping by 'elastically bound' dislocations, i.e. dislocations normally resting a t the bottom of troughs in the potential distribution representing the internal stresses in the crystal lattice, and displaced from their equilibrium positions by an applied shear stress. Static stresses insufficient to lift a dislocation over the barrier separating two potential troughs, even with the aid of thermal fluctuations, will produce no per manent inelastic deformation. Alternating stresses of the same magnitude, arising from the vibration of the specimen in a damping test, will make the dislocation oscillate in its potential trough. This motion gives rise to energy loss by the mechanism discussed below, and thus a source of damping is provided which is not associated with large creep rates in static tests.
Several mechanisms can be imagined whereby oscillating dislocations could con tribute to the dissipation of energy. The main one considered in this paper is a development of Zener's (1940) theory of thermoelastic damping. The movement of a dislocation alters the stresses at any point. This alteration of stress is associated with a change of temperature. The latter varies from point to point, so th a t tempera ture gradients exist in the material. The resulting flow of heat leads to dissipation of mechanical energy.
As a preliminary to the investigation of the mechanism of the last paragraph, the damping due to the interaction between the vibrational stress and the stresses surrounding stationary dislocations is investigated. Finally, the damping of a moving dislocation due to emission of elastic waves (analogous to radiation damping) is briefly considered.
The whole treatm ent is two-dimensional, i.e. the dislocations are all considered to be parallel and of infinite length.
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2 . T h e r m o e l a s t i c e f f e c t s
Consider a material with zero thermal conductivity. It is shown in the Appendix (equations (a 1) and (a 3)) th at the relation between the rate of change of temperature T at any point and the stresses there is
where p is the hydrostatic pressure (one-third of the sum of the diagonal terms of the stress tensor), cr § is the sum of the squares of the nine stress components, E and va re the shear modulus, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, a is the volume expansion coefficient and T the absolute temperature. When the thermal con ductivity is not zero the temperature can be found as a function of position and time by solving the heat-conduction equation with a distribution of heat sources of strength cpdT/dt per unit volume with dT\dt given by (1). If the resulting tem perature varies from point to point heat currents will flow and the mechanical energy of the system will be dissipated.
If the material is initially unstressed a homogeneous stress varying harmonically with time will produce no loss, since there will be no temperature gradient. If the material contains an initial non-homogeneous stress there will be a non-homogeneous temperature distribution and hence energy loss, since p 1 and erg will conta in nroducts of the initial and applied stress components. This is the basis of the first damping mechanism considered below. The initial inhomogeneous stress is taken to be that of stationary dislocations, and the homo geneous stress is the stress due to the vibration of the specimen. The vibrational stress is not strictly homogeneous, but will be approximately so over the region in which its interaction with a dislocation is important.
The above mechanism postulates th at the dislocations remain stationary in the material. If they move under the influence of the vibrational stresses the stress a t any point will vary and give rise to additional temperature changes and consequently damping. This is the second mechanism considered.
3 . D a m p i n g b y s t a t i o n a r y d i s l o c a t i o n s Swift & Richardson (1947) have already suggested th a t the amplitude-independent damping which they observed for zinc crystals might arise from the interaction between the applied stress and the stresses surrounding the dislocations.
It is shown in the Appendix th a t a single dislocation in an infinite medium will, under the influence of an applied shear <r0sin&>£, produce an energy loss
per cycle per unit length. This holds apart from a numerical factor both for edge and screw dislocations.
Damping processes are usually discussed in terms of a set of relaxation times each associated with a certain oscillator strength. From this point of view the fact th a t w is independent of frequency has the following interpretation: the dislocation has a continuous relaxation spectrum, and the oscillator strength is the same for all relaxation times. Actually the spectrum will be cut off for relaxation times less 12Ik, where l is the distance below which the elastic solution for the stresses sur rounding the dislocation breaks down and k is the thermal diffusivity of the material. Since Z~10~7cm. and /c~ 1 cm.2/sec. this could produce no observable effect a t kilocycle frequencies.
The elastic energy per unit volume due to the vibrations is of the order of crljG. I f there are n dislocations threading unit area, and it is assumed th a t the contribution of each dislocation to the total loss is given by (2), then
With the following values for copper, a = 3 x 10_8cm., G = 4*5 x 1011 dynes/cm.2, cp = 3-4 x 107 ergs/cm.3 °C, = 300° K,
A is found to be of the order of 10~~16w. The observed value of A, about 10-5, would require about 10n dislocations per cm.2. Similar results hold for other materials. Provided the mean distance between dislocations is appreciably greater than (Kj'oj)*, the assumption th at the total loss is the sum of the losses which each dis location would produce in the absence of the others is justified. When they are closer together than this the calculation is rendered difficult for reasons discussed in the Appendix. The correct value is not, however, likely to exceed (3). Since a density of 10n dislocations per cm.2 seems excessive for an undistorted single crystal this mechanism will not be discussed further.
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4 . D a m p i n g b y o s c i l l a t i n g d i s l o c a t i o n An expression is derived in the Appendix for the energy loss per cycle due to an oscillating dislocation. For a screw dislocation the result is
ergs per' un,t length-
The corresponding expression for the edge dislocation is rather complicated; it may be found from equation (a 24) in the Appendix. If the round value ^ is taken for Poisson's ratio and it is assumed th a t
which is approximately correct for metals, the expression for the edge dislocation becomes, in ergs per unit length,
The symbols have the following meaning: (ol2n frequency of oscillation. d amplitude of oscillation. a interatomic spacing. G,E, v shear modulus, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. cp, cv specified heats per unit volume a t constant pressure and volume respec tively.
k thermal diffusivity (thermal conductivity divided by density and specific heat). I 'cut-off' length.
The length li s a parameter introduced to allow for the fact th at the expressi derived from elasticity theory for the stresses surrounding a dislocation ceases to hold in its immediate neighbourhood. I t represents approximately the distance from the dislocation, below which the elastic solution ceases to hold good.
The main assumptions made in deriving these results are the following: (i) The dislocation is of infinite length and oscillates with simple harmonic motion along its slip-plane. The medium in which it exists is of infinite extent, and there are no other dislocations present.
(ii) It carries with it the stress-system which surrounds it when stationary. This will be a good approximation if its maximum velocity is much less than th at of sound in the material. That the velocity reached in damping experiments must be much less than th at of sound can be seen as follows. The specimen used is about onequarter wave-length long. A dislocation moving with the velocity of sound would therefore more than cover the whole length of the specimen in a half-cycle. Since the movement is presumably a very small fraction of the length of the specimen the ve the length (/c/w)*,about 10~3cm., for metals in the range 10 to lOOkc./sec.
Approximate values of the constants occurring in (4) are, for copper a t 300° K,
With these values the { } of (4) The exact choice of l in the second term is not critical. For 10-7 cm. and a fre quency in the neighbourhood of 30 to 50kc./sec. the logarithm will be of the order of 20. The elastic solution for the stresses surrounding the dislocation is generally supposed to hold to within a few atomic distances of its centre. 10_1 would be a good estimate for a2II2; unity is certainly an over-estimate. I t is probably justifiable to neglect the first term in comparison with the second, and this will be done in what follows. In the expression for the screw dislocation the logarithmic term is missing. It arises from the hydrostatic-pressure component of the stresses which is zero for a screw dislocation. The contribution from the screw dislocations will also be neglected.
According to the discussion in the Appendix the loss due to a number of dislocations situated at random in the material is approximately the sum of the losses they would produce separately. If the vibration shear stress in the material is <r0 the elastic energy of the material per unit volume is of the order of \<rH If there are n disloca tions threading unit area each giving the contribution (4) the damping will be Jj;
C pC y CP 10/c ogfe)©2 (5) If the amplitudes of the various dislocations differ, d2 will represent an average value. To find A explicitly it is necessary to know the value of d/cr0. There is another phenomenon which should depend on this ratio, the reduction of shear modulus produced by the dislocations. A dislocation in moving a distance d across a unit cube produces a shear ad. If there are n dislocations threading unit area move a distance d under the influence of a shear, the elastic strain arJG will be accompanied by an additional strain nad, so th a t the apparent shear modulus will be given by
The change in the inverse of the shear modulus on introducing the dislocations into a material previously containing none will be
Combined with (5) this gives
This relation should be independent of any variation of with frequency, provided G and A are measured a t the same frequency. Since d2 and d in (5) and (5 a) represent averages, (6) should strictly be multiplied by There seem to be no measure ments on single crystals which would serve to check these results.
Lawson (1941) investigated the change of damping and Young's modulus when compressive stresses of the order of 1kg./mm.2 were applied to polycrystalline specimens of very pure copper. The crystal grains were several millimetres across,. and Lawson considers th at the effect of intercrystallite thermal currents can be neglected. The following data refer to the only case in which he gives numerical values both for damping and Young's modulus: I t will be assumed th at the proportional charges in G and Young's modulus are the same. The 8G~X in (6) refers to the total change when dislocations are introd into a material originally free from them. If the comparison is to be made for the higher value of A, it is easy to see that the observed change of inverse modulus m ust be multiplied by 2. Inserted in (6) these figures give n = 5 x 104 dislocations/cm.2.
Though there is no direct evidence for the number of dislocations in single crystals, this value is rather low compared with the value of about 106 generally assumed. Lawson's value of A is large compared to that found for copper single crystals (Reid 1941), about 10-4 to 10-5. If some effect not present in single crystals is operative in his case the value 104 to 105 will be an underestimate.
According to a model which has been used successfully in discussing transient creep (Mott & Nabarro 1948 ) the dislocations are restrained from moving freely by stresses in the lattice. The variation of the stress with position is represented roughlv where < Ji is the maximum internal strain and A is the distance between successive maxima. The dislocations occupy the points where 0. When an external shear stress cr0 is applied these points move a distance d = A<r0/277uv If the dislocation is situated in a unit cube it produces a shear in moving the distance d. The effective force on the dislocation is given by Fd = cr0ad or F = a0a, and the dislocation can be regarded as restrained by an elastic restoring force 27ro^a/A per unit displacement per unit length, or as occupying the bottom of a trough in a potential field 
For slow movement of the dislocation d/cr0 should thus have the value A/2 However, the inertia of the material set in motion by the movement of the dislocation cannot in general be neglected. A dislocation can be shown to have an equivalent mass of the order of pa2 per unit length, where p is the density Consider the normal equation of forced narmonic motion mx + rx + kx = F siruot.
The energy dissipated per cycle is 2 nrd2o),where is the This is just of the form (4) apart from the logarithmic term which varies only slowly with (o.It is reasonable to suppose th at the motion of the dislocation is governed by (8) The natural undamped frequency of the motion is g^ven by
At very low frequencies (d/er0)2 = {Aj27Tcri)2. At other frequencies this value must be multiplied by the factor {(1 -G >a/a> §)a + r2a>2/fc2}-1.
In terms of the quantity According to the m odel being used represents the critical shear stress of the crystal, (r/cr^ usually lies between 102 and 105 for single crystals. Presumably A lies between 10~2 and 10~6 cm. Then zw ill lie between 103 and 10~4. Thus for kilocycle range w/&>0 and ra>jk will always be small compared with unity and the lowfrequency value djcr0 = A\2nai may be used. Equation (5) Of the quantities in (11) o'i can be found from the yield strength value of l is unimportant. The remainder are known constants except for A and n which are quite unknown. The combination n' -A 2n, however, represents the proportion of potential troughs occupied by dislocations. The value of n' calculated from n'
should give some idea of the reasonableness of the assumptions on which (11) is based. For a single crystal of copper a t 33-5 kc./sec. Read (1941) found A~ 10~4 for the freshly mounted specimen, falling to A~ 1 0 5 on annealing. Seitz (1943) gives the yield stress 0*1 kg./mm.2 for a copper* crystal of comparable purity. Using these figures, together with the values already quoted, for the remaining constants gives n' = 2 x 103A, or \ for the unannealed and for the annealed specimen. A result of the order of one dislocation in each potential trough in the unannealed material seems reasonable. A value greatly in excess of unity is unlikely, since the dislocations would then be substantially controlled by each other's stresses so th at effectively A and n~ A-2; this is easily seen to lead to A oc n~l , or a decrease of damping with number of dislocations. Read found, on the contrary, th at A increased on subjecting his specimens to static stresses and which presumably increased the number of dis locations.
A large number of measurements have been made on zinc (Read 1941; Read & Tyndall 1946; Swift & Richardson 1947) . This material shows strong ' self-annealing ' even at room temperature; for example, a specimen had a A of 10~3 on first mounting in the apparatus, 7 x 10-5 after 30 hr. and 6 x 10-6 after 7 days. Because of its great elastic and therm al anisotropy and the fact th at the stresses surrounding a dislocation in a hexagonal crystal have not been calculated, it would be rash to assume th a t the present theory can be applied. However, it may be of interest to compare the values of n' obtained from (12) According to (11) A is approximately proportional to frequency. No account has been taken of this when comparing theory and experiment in the last few paragraphs, since most measurements have in fact been made at isolated frequencies. Read (1941) has published curves for a zinc crystal at 39 and 78 kc./sec., showing th a t A is inversely proportional to the frequency. In view of the great differences between specimen and specimen, both in the value of A and its variation with amplitude, this relation cannot be assumed to hold universally. On the other hand, according to Seitz (1943) A is independent of frequency for copper; there seems to be no reference to this in the literature. Clearly more experimental results are needed, but it may be of interest to consider what modifications (apart from dropping the limitation to a two-dimensional problem) would be needed to bring the present theory into line with these results if confirmed.
The frequency dependence in (11) arises essentially from two facts. First, the thermoelastic effects are equivalent to a resistive force on the dislocation approxi mately proportional to its velocity; this is confirmed by calculations for a dislocation moving with uniform velocity. Secondly, the natural frequency of oscillation of a dislocation in its potential trough is much higher than the applied frequency.
If (o0 could be taken to be of the order of the frequency used in damping measure ments A would no longer be proportional to frequency, being given by the product of (11) and the expression (9). Some rather indirect evidence for such a low value of (o0 is provided by a comparison of observed creep rates with theory. The unit process in slip is considered to be the movement of a dislocation from trough to trough of the potential (7) under the influence of thermal fluctuations and an applied stress. The variation of creep rate with temperature might therefore be expected to be given by a rate-process formula of the ty p e /e x p ( -UjkT). If experimental data are fitted to such an expression (Kauzmann 1941) the frequency fa c to r/is of an altogether lower order of magnitude than the estimated from (10).
. R a d i a t i o n d a m p i n g
An isolated screw at a rate dislocation oscillating in an infinite medium dissipates energy w = npa2d2oj2/ 16 per cycle per unit length as a result of the radiation of elastic waves (Appendix, § A 6).
pi s the density of the medium, and the other symbols are as in § 4. Compared with the thermoelastic dissipation (3 a) this is extremely small at kilocycle frequencies. The radiation damping for an edge dislocation will be of the same order and hence will be small in comparison with the thermoelastic damping (4). In actual damping experiments the wave-length of the emitted elastic waves is greater than the dimen sions of the specimen, and the calculation for the infinite specimen does not apply. Reflexion at the surface of the specimen would not produce energy loss but a reactive effect on the motion of the dislocation. Scattering by lattice imperfections (e.g. the centres of other dislocations where the stress-strain relation is non-linear) might ultimately lead to dissipation. 6
. C o n c l u s i o n
The thermoelastic effect arising from stationary dislocations is inadequate to explain the damping observed in single crystals.
The corresponding effect for moving dislocations seems capable of giving an effect of the right order of magnitude, but the frequency dependence needs more detailed investigation both theoretically and experimentally.
The experimental methods hitherto used do not lend themselves to measurements of damping and elastic constants over a range of frequencies on the same specimen without removal from the apparatus. A technique which could give such results might throw valuable light on the dynamics of moving dislocations. The convention th a t a repeated index is summed for the values 1, 3 will be used. 
where dv has been written for dT. v will be used to denote the change of temperature from the mean. If the thermal conductivity is k then kSJH is the rate of flow of heat into unit volume.
If we identify this with T d S the last equation can be written as
kW2v -v + where k -kjcp is the thermal diffusivity. Clearly v0 represents the value of v when the conductivity is zero. When v is known the rate of dissipation of energy can be found from the increase of entropy. If T is the mean absolute temperature the rate of increase of entropy per unit volume is
if higher terms are neglected. The total change of entropy is found by integration over the whole volume. Application of Green's theorem converts the first term into an integral over the boundary of the solid. If grad = 0 over the boundary this term gives no contribution to the energy loss. We shall assume th at this is the case. The rate of dissipation of energy is thus
by (a 4). For a cyclic process with period 2rrj(x) the energy loss per cycle is
A more rigorous discussion is given by Pasler (1944) . For a two-dimensional problem in which the medium is of infinite extent w is most easily calculated by making a two-dimensional Fourier analysis of v and v0. w can then be found without calculating v explicitly. For any function of position / ( r) we define the Fourier transform /(k) by / (k) = " f / (r)eik-'* , (a 6) the integral extending over all space. If / depends on the time as a parameter so will /. We need two results from the theory of Fourier transforms (cf. Titchmarsh 1937). The first is the Fourier integral theorem which states th at ) and the second is Parseval's theorem The following result will also be needed. If the function / ( r ) is shifted as a whole by a vector displacement d, becom ing/(r-d), then the new transform is given by
( a ll) A
Stresses around edge and screw dislocations
For convenience the stresses round a dislocation are given below, together with the combinations of them which will be required later.
(i) Edge dislocation. The components in the xy plane have been given by Koehler (1941) The stresses can easily be derived; all vanish but two:
(a 13) (a 14) A 3.
Energy loss due to stationary dislocations
If a material has a large initial strain and a small additional strain p'y is applied' (a 3) gives T PijPij ( P m) ( ) 4"
CP
In our application p0 { j represents the stresses surrounding a dislocation the stress arising from the vibration of the material. As the simplest case consider a screw dislocation subject to the alternating shear p'23 = p 32 = Scoscot. Then by (al4)
.cos 6, . e'aGST Vq = A --cosatf, A ---------. I t is easy to take account of the fact th at v0 does not in fact increase as 1 at small distances from the origin. For example, if 1 is replaced by (1 -e~rll)/r, the expres sion for v0 becomes multiplied by (1 + W)~*. w is then equal to (a 15) multiplie by the factor (1 4-4a;277-1 log x )( 1 + a?4)-1, where
For frequencies appreciably less than k/12 the ex altered. Since for a metal 1 and l (the distance from the centre of the dislocation within which the elastic solution breaks down) is certainly less than 10~6 cm., no error will be made by taking l -0 for kilocycle frequencies result follows if 1 \ ri s replaced by any function which remains finite a t th and approaches 1 jr for r> l.
Other cases in which an edge or screw dislocation is subjected to various kinds of shear can be treated similarly. For example, if an edge dislocation is subjected to a shear of magnitude S and any direction in the xy plane so th a t jp'2 = S cos lot sin 20, where 0 is an arbitrary angle, then the loss per cycle is obtained from (a 16) by re placing 77-/64 by 7t/32(1 -cr)2.The results are of the same order of magnitu cases. If the diagonal terms p mtn are involved the factor <ilog T will occur; it is of the same order of magnitude as dlog log T. The actual value of v can be found with the aid of (a 7 
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In (a 18) this factor and cos2 6' are even functions of whils odd, so that this term will not contribute to the ^'-integration and can be omitted. Consider the ratio of the coefficients of k in the factors cos kq and exp { --r)}.
The values of r and twhich occur satisfy
For the critical case t -t, x = 0. In other cases x is of the order of d holds the argument of the cosine is always much smaller than th a t of the exponential. When w* is integrated with respect to k the contributions from ^-values for which Kk2(tt) > 1 will be small. Hence in the ^-integration cos kq can be replaced by unity. Thus r d2t,fl f 2*/" f 2n
The first integral has the value The second must be less than 
The first term is a standard form, the second and third can be evaluated numerically and the last two can be shown to be of the order of £. In this way it is found th a t it can be shown th at the quality 0-218 in (a 24) is replaced by zero or 0-232 respec tively. If log ( k /(oI2 ) is of the order of 10 the loss arising from the C2 term is insensitive to the choice of the form of p or the value of l. The terms involving A and B are naturally more sensitive, since l occurs in the form l~2. It is also difficult to find analytical expressions for p which are easy to deal with. A rather artificial°h 0iCeiS p -= r -« l -J oW/)}, which is finite at the origin and approaches the value r~2 when is a few multiples of l. Using W. B. F., p. 406, eqn. (11) , it is easy to show that in the A 2 term the effect of this choise of p is to replace the l of (a 24) by 2. The terms in A and B will be found to be smaller than the C2 term, so that more detailed calculations are unnecessary.
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A 5. The effect of a large number of dislocations If an infinite block of material contains a large number of dislocations, the tem perature variation is given by the sum of the v's of the individual dislocations. Cross-terms between these will occur when w is found from (a 5) or (a 10).
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The method used so far can be summed up as follows. Instead of dealing with the temperature variation v directly we construct the transformed function v in reciprocal k-space. From this w is derived by integration according to (a 10) . This is analogous to the method used in X-ray analysis, where the transform of the electron density of the scattering material is plotted in k-space and the distribution of scattered radiation is determined by calculation in k-space. The problem of a more or less random distribution of dislocations is thus analogous to the problem of X-ray scattering from an amorphous solid. The calculation below of the damping produced by a large number of dislocations is based on the averaging process used in the X-ray case (cf. Debye 1927).
In the case of stationary dislocations producing damping by interaction with an applied stress there is a fundamental difficulty. If a dislocation is reversed in sign so is its temperature variation. A macroseopically undistorted material will contain about equal numbers of dislocations of either sign. This makes any calculation of the total damping difficult. Since the effect of stationary dislocations seems to be unimportant this case will not be pursued. This much can be said, however. I t has been seen that the expression (v -vQ )extends only to a (x/w)t about each dislocation; provided, therefore, the mean distance between dislocations is much greater than this distance the loss will be effectively the sum of the losses produced by each dislocation in the absence of the others.
We next consider a set of edge dislocations oscillating under the influence of an applied alternating shear. For simplicity we assume th at they have a choice of two slip-planes a t right angles and consider only the contribution to v from the hydro static pressure term, so th a t from (a 20) where a is the £ strength ' of the dislocation, i.e. the interatomic spacing provided with a + sign according to the sign of the dislocation. If the dislocation is oscillating along its slip-plane (the x-axis) with amplitude d, then a t points where
The constant first term does not contribute to the damping. When the sign of a is changed the direction of motion under a given applied shear is reversed; in other words, the sign of d is also changed, so th at the second term in (a 26) is unaltered. This is illustrated in figure 1 (a) and (6), where the T's represent the slip-plane and extra half-plane of atoms of an edge dislocation. The arrow denotes the direction of motion under the shear cr* The rule is th at the dislocation moves in the direction of the (T-arrow to which the stem of its T points. The + signs give the sign of the second term in (a 26) in the four quadrants. If the slip-plane of the dislocation is turned through a right angle, (c) or (d), the second term of (a 26) is unaltered except possibly in sign. The stresses a are accompanied by the stresses or' on account of the sym metry of the stress-tensor. The diagrams (c) and (d) can now be filled in as were (a) and (6). I t is clear th at a t large distances from their centres the four dislocations (a 25) v0(t) oc -sin 6 + d sin o ) t5--sin -sin 0 -~ sin W sin r 3 xrr r1 (a 26) give indistinguishable temperature variations. In this sense they are all of the same sign. Of course a t distances of the order of d from their centres the temperature dis tribution about (a), (b) , (c) and (d) are different. If the damping due to a pair of dislocations in a given relative position is calculated in detail the result is found to be independent of whether the pair is of type (aa), ( ), (ac) , ..., provided the distance between them is large compared with d. We shall therefore assume th a t a good approximation to the actual case of a large number of edge dislocations will be obtained by attributing to them the v0(0) of (a 25). In addition to taking them all of the same sign we also assume th at d is the same for all of them.
For a number N of identical dislocations in an infinite medium, situated a t the points r n, we have by (a 11) Fo = v02 e<k'r») (a 27) o where V0 is the transform for the set of dislocations and vQ refers to a single one at the origin. Then __ FF* = W* 2 e*k-< rm-'n> m, n = vv${N + 2 2 cos k . (rm -r n)}, (a 28) m>n where there are %N(N -1) terms in the summation. Suppose th at the N dislocations are scattered over a circle of radius rv We now assume th at the summation in (a 27) may be replaced by the integral C dr C dr' p r ( i V -l ) j -^-c o s k . ( r -r ') P ( r -r ') , (a 29) where S = nr\ is the area of the circle and P (r -r') is a density function expressing the relative probability of finding a dislocation at a vector distance r -r ' from any 27-3 particular dislocation. For a completely random distribution = 1 everywhere inside rv If the dislocations tend to avoid one another and form an irregular lattic P will be less than unity for small | r -r' | and will approach unity for large | r -r |. As a rough approximation to a more complicated distribution function we take P = l, | r -r' | > P = 0, | r -r' | < r 0,
i.e. each dislocation is surrounded by a circle of radius r0 inside which another cannot lie. It is easiest to carry out the integration first assuming th a t 1 everywhere and then subtract a correction. The integral in (a 29) then becomes
